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ABSTRACT
Time-dependent gravimetric measurements can detect subsur-
face processes long before magma flow leads to earthquakes or
other eruption precursors. The ability of gravity measurements to
detect subsurface mass flow is greatly enhanced if gravity mea-
surements are analyzed and modeled with ground-deformation
data. Obtaining the maximum information from microgravity
studies requires careful evaluation of the layout of network
benchmarks, the gravity environmental signal, and the coupling
between gravity changes and crustal deformation. When changes
in the system under study are fast !hours to weeks", as in hydro-
thermal systems and restless volcanoes, continuous gravity ob-
servations at selected sites can help to capture many details of the
dynamics of the intrusive sources. Despite the instrumental ef-
fects, mainly caused by atmospheric temperature, results from
monitoring at Mt. Etna volcano show that continuous measure-
ments are a powerful tool for monitoring and studying volcanoes.
Several analytical and numerical mathematical models can
beused to fit gravity and deformation data. Analytical models of-
fer a closed-form description of the volcanic source. In principle,
this allows one to readily infer the relative importance of the
source parameters. In active volcanic sites such as Long Valley
caldera !California, U.S.A." and Campi Flegrei !Italy", careful
use of analytical models and high-quality data sets has produced
good results. However, the simplifications that make analytical
models tractable might result in misleading volcanological inter-
pretations, particularly when the real crust surrounding the
source is far from the homogeneous/isotropic assumption. Using
numerical models allows consideration of more realistic descrip-
tions of the sources and of the crust where they are located !e.g.,
vertical and lateral mechanical discontinuities, complex source
geometries, and topography". Applications at Teide volcano
!Tenerife" and Campi Flegrei demonstrate the importance of this
more realistic description in gravity calculations.
INTRODUCTION
Whether volcanic eruptions are the result of single intrusions or
are the culmination of multiple intrusions that supply a reservoir,
multiparameter monitoring techniques and robust mathematical
models are essential for providing effective warnings to civil author-
ities and the public. Gravity measurements are an indispensable
component for any volcano monitoring strategy and are the focus in
this paper. A key assumption behind gravity monitoring is that
changes in earth’s gravity reflect mass-transport processes at depth
!Dzurisin, 2003". However, because of the complexity of subsurface
structures beneath active volcanoes, identifying the source of unrest
is not straightforward. Active volcanoes often host both hydrother-
mal and magmatic reservoirs at depth. Physical and chemical chang-
es in either can produce measurable geophysical signals. The chal-
lenge is to interpret these signals and infer the cause of unrest before
impending eruptions !Johnsen et al., 1980; Dvorak and Dzurisin,
1997".
The intrinsic ambiguity in interpretation of gravity and/or geodet-
ic data alone can be partially removed if they are analyzed jointly.
Various authors have shown that combined time-dependent geodetic
and gravimetric measurements are a key tool for mid- to long-term
hazard assessment because they enable detection of subsurface mass
redistribution long before other eruption precursors appear. !See ex-
amples in Dzurisin, 2003; Rymer and Williams-Jones, 2000; Gotts-
mann and Rymer, 2002; Sparks, 2003; and Battaglia et al., 2006."
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The critical questions that emerge when monitoring volcanoes are
how to constrain the source of unrest, how to better assess hazards
associated with the unrest, and how to refine our ability to forecast
volcanic activity. Note that ground-deformation data alone cannot
discriminate between magma and aqueous-fluid intrusion. Defor-
mation measurements are sensitive to changes in the source pressure
or volume only. They are completely independent from the nature of
the source. This ambiguity can be resolved if we know the density of
the source. Gravity measurements, however, can constrain the mass
of the intrusion. Combined geodesy and gravity measurements can
be used to infer the density of the intrusive fluids and can better con-
strain the source of unrest !Battaglia et al., 2006; Gottsmann et al.,
2006a".
For volcano monitoring and risk mitigation, assessing gravity
time changes is especially important when they occur without mea-
surable ground deformation !Rymer et al., 1993; Carbone et al.,
2003a; Gottsmann et al., 2006b".
In this paper, we review the state of the art of identifying sources
of volcano unrest using microgravity studies. In particular, we dis-
cuss the potential and the challenges of repeated and continuous
gravity measurements as tools for monitoring and studying active
volcanoes. We also review the analytical and numerical mathemati-
cal models available in the literature that can be used to fit and inter-
pret the observations.
FIELD SETUP AND SURVEY DESIGN
In designing a survey network at a volcano, it is important to bear
in mind the signal from individual sources. Mass/pressure variations
in at least three different levels of subsurface reservoirs might pro-
duce observable gravimetric signals at the ground surface:
1" Hydrothermal reservoirs, extending from surface levels to a
few kilometers deep
2" Midcrustal reservoirs, which can host varying fractions of melt
and aqueous fluids
3" Deep reservoirs, e.g., as formed by underplating at the interface
of the crust and upper mantle funneling new melt to midcrustal
levels
Distribution of benchmarks of the monitoring network is a com-
promise among survey target, costs, accessibility, manageability,
and safety. For example, a high-precision local network might cap-
ture the shallow feeder system but is unlikely to provide information
about deep magma plumbing !Jousset and Okada, 1999".
Microgravity surveys
Gravity time series are obtained by time-lapse surveys whereby
relative microgravity readings are obtained at individual bench-
marks. These measurements then are related to a reference outside
the area of interest. With the recent advent of portable absolute
gravimeters, time-lapse observations also are possible by using ab-
solute readings !Ferguson et al., 2008" or, where challenging envi-
ronmental conditions disallow use of absolute gravimeters at all
sites of the array, through a combination of absolute and relative
gravity measurements !hybrid microgravimetry". Hybrid micro-
gravimetry might be especially important in areas where there is no
guarantee of temporally constant gravity at the reference site !Fu-
ruya et al., 2003b".
Repeated occupation of the network leads to gravity time series
that are evaluated with respect to data obtained at the reference. Con-
sequently, one obtains a series of baseline readings between the ref-
erence and each survey benchmark. Obviously, baseline corrections
are redundant if an absolute gravimeter is part of the survey network.
Complexities arise, particularly on small volcanic islands, where it
might be difficult to install a reference outside the zone of interest
!Furuya et al., 2003b". Locating a reference too close to the target
volcano causes serious ambiguities as to subsurface processes be-
cause deep-seated mass/density changes affect gravity measure-
ments at both the reference and the network baselines.
Measurement errors are affected not only by the type of field
gravimeter and operator but also by site effects such as benchmark
stability and noise and by environmental effects from local pressure
and temperature changes. To minimize environmental effects, gravi-
ty meters are sealed; thus, barometric-pressure changes should not
affect the buoyancy of the mass. In addition, the measurement cham-
ber is kept at constant temperature !thermostated". If a meter varies
from its thermostated temperature, there will be intolerable instru-
mental drift. Each instrument is thermostated at a different tempera-
ture. In cold climates, using a meter that is thermostated at lower
temperatures will conserve battery power. In hot climates, a meter
that is thermostated at a higher temperature is less likely to go over
temperature !LaCoste & Romberg, 2004".
The standard pressure correction between pressure and gravity
!barometric-pressure admittance" usually is small, close to !0.3
#Gal/mbar. Because this effect varies with both time and frequency,
the contribution is spread over the full spectral domain and might in-
hibit the observation of small signals !on the order of nGal or a few
#Gal" of geophysical origin. This is especially important for high-
precision measurements that can be obtained by superconducting
gravimeters !Boy et al., 1998".
Using a Scintrex CG3-M gravimeter, Budetta and Carbone !1997"
found a precision of between 3.5 and 4.4 #Gal !1 #Gal" 10!8
m/s2" under various field conditions. Over a series of baseline read-
ings, error propagation can add up to uncertainties of approximately
10 #Gal !Battaglia et al., 2003b". For example, using a global navi-
gation satellite system !GNSS"/GPS for benchmark elevation con-
trol and accounting for uncertainties in positioning of 2 to 3 cm in
the vertical readily yields a precision of approximately 15 #Gal for
individual gravity baselines !Gottsmann and Battaglia, 2008".
Significant uncertainties in the reduction of gravity data usually
are associated with tidal correction. Solid-earth tides !SET" are pre-
dictable to within reading precision of modern gravimeters, but
ocean-loading !OL" contributions to gravimetric data can affect the
precision of 4D gravimetric data dramatically !Berrino and Riccardi,
2001" and generally are large near coastlines with complicated
bathymetry !Van Dam et al., 2007". Despite the availability of nu-
merous OL models, local effects on volcanic islands cannot be pre-
dicted accurately enough. Loading depends on the immediate sub-
marine topography around an island and the shape of the coastline;
generic global models fail to account for such local effects !Arnoso
et al., 2006".As a consequence, each benchmark of a network cover-
ing a small island might suffer from individual OL effects. Ideally,
one would construct a tidal correction model for each benchmark,
but this is not achievable in volcano-monitoring programs now or for
the foreseeable future. A local model !applicable to the entire net-
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work" to reduce residual OL effects could be constructed from tidal
gravity data obtained from a permanently recording gravimeter op-
erated as a tidal meter.
In the absence of precise SET and OL model data, reduction may
be performed using data from a continuous gravity station operated
in addition to a campaign meter over the period of the survey !Gotts-
mann and Battaglia, 2008". Alternatively, the network could be oc-
cupied with multiple gravimeters and operators to try to deduce the
correct gravimetric baseline values statistically. However, in many
cases, neither is achievable because of lack of infrastructure, equip-
ment, and/or personnel. If only one meter is available for a survey, a
way to account for uncertainties from OL is to propagate tidal-cor-
rection errors directly !e.g., at Montserrat, this uncertainty is up to
10 #Gal; Figure 1a" or to avoid benchmark reoccupation on periods
that match the half-width of OL periods.
Ocean-loading effects are particularly dominant over periods of
approximately 12 hours !peak to peak, semidiurnal effects". Data
contamination cannot be avoided entirely, but its effects can be re-
duced significantly by doing a baseline loop as quickly as possible,
including initial measurement at the reference and at the benchmark
and reoccupation of the reference !within approximately 3 hours". If
gravimetric signals are expected to be significantly more than tidal
uncertainties, errors can be propagated. However, most gravity
changes at active volcanoes reported in the literature are on the order
of tens of #Gal; thus it appears reasonable to minimize errors from
individual contributions, including tidal effects.
Time-lapse microgravimetry
After correcting for tidal effects, the observed
gravity change gobs is the difference in gravity
along a baseline !between benchmark and refer-
ence". Under ideal conditions, resolvable gravity
changes might be detectable up to 10 km from the
region of maximum ground deformation if the
mass change at depth is at least 1012 kg !Will-
iams-Jones and Rymer, 2002". To extract the
gravity signal produced by a subsurface mass
and/or density change, gravity residuals must be
quantified !Eggers, 1987". The residual gravity
change at each benchmark!gr is given by
!gr" !gobs! " · uz! !gdef! !gwt.
!1"
Here, ! denotes a gravity difference over time at
the site $e.g., !gobs" gobs!t2"! gobs!t1"%; " is the
free-air gravity gradient !the value of the theoreti-
cal gradient " T is !308.6 #Gal m!1"; uz is the
vertical displacement !positive for relative uplift
and negative for relative subsidence"; !gdef is the
Bouguer effect of deformation !the contribution
of the volume change arising from compressibili-
ty of the medium surrounding the source, which
also implies displacements of density boundaries
in heterogeneous media"; and!gwt is the effect of
groundwater-table variation !Figure 1b". The
source’s geometry significantly affects the Bou-
guer reduction for the effect of deformation!gdef.
A spherical symmetry !Rundle, 1978; Walsh and
Rice, 1979" results in the correction being exactly
zero. Deformation effects from a prolate spheroid are negligible,
whereas deformation effects can be up to 80% for a horizontal pen-
ny-shaped crack source !Battaglia et al., 2006".
Critical to interpretation of residual gravity variations is the cor-
rection for !gwt !Battaglia et al., 2003b" or gravity changes induced
by an active hydrothermal system !Gottsmann et al., 2007". The
former correction can be approximated by
!gwt" 2#G$w%& z , !2"
where 2#G$w" 42 #Gal m!1, G is the universal gravitational
constant 6.673'10!11 N m2 kg!2, % is effective porosity, $w is the
density of water, and & z is the vertical water-table change for an un-
confined aquifer. Gravity signals from shallow hydrothermal sys-
tems require installation of a tidal meter to correct for short-term
fluctuations in aquifers !Gottsmann et al., 2007".
Failure to account for shallow sources might result in an inability
to differentiate between gravity signals from changes in the magmat-
ic plumbing system and those from background noise !e.g., water ta-
ble" !Jachens and Roberts, 1985".As a result, the entire gravitational
signal is attributed to deeper !usually magmatic" processes, and con-
clusions drawn then might be unrealistic.
Data aliasing
Aliasing effects in gravimetric data are important error sources.
Although spatial aliasing plays a more important role during static
a)
b)
Figure 1. !a" Effect of OL. The figure shows the residual-gravity trace recorded 4 km
from Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat, British West Indies, during a period of dome-
growth stagnation in June 2007 that was related predominantly to semidiurnal OL effects
at this small volcanic island. Such time series are indispensable for precise reduction of
gravimetric time-lapse observations and other geodetic observations to assess subsurface
changes during eruption. !b" Different effects that compose the gravity signal measured
in the field.All constants are in #Gal m!1; uz is vertical displacement, FAG is the free-air
gradient, % is porosity, and & z is water-table change. !Modified from Battaglia et al.,
2003b".
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!time-independent" surveys, gravimetric-time-series data from
time-lapse microgravity surveys might suffer distortion when data
between individual surveys are compared. With benchmark occupa-
tion typically ranging from a few months to a few years, gravity vari-
ations detected between individual surveys might be caused by fun-
damental mass/density variations over much shorter time periods.
The frequency that corresponds to the sampling interval of periodic
surveys might be far lower than that of dynamic changes at depth,
leading to a misrepresentation of timescales of subsurface dynamics.
Consequently, the real period of the signal !and thus any hypothe-
sis about its source" might not be resolved unambiguously in the
time domain because of the Nyquist limit. However, assuming that
sources that evolve more quickly are shallower, this ambiguity could
be tentatively solved in the space domain if the available network of
stations is dense enough to allow distinction between effects linked
to sources at different depths. Alternatively and ideally, coupling
time-lapse observation on an extended network with continuous
measurements at one or more selected sites can provide essential in-
sights into mass/density variations at depth over both time and space
!Carbone et al., 2003b". !See the “Continuous gravity” section be-
low." Interpretation of time-lapse data from a few annual or multian-
nual surveys therefore must be based on a cautious evaluation of
timescales, especially in volcanic areas where active hydrothermal
systems and magma reservoirs might operate over different periods.
A fundamental assumption for quantifying residual gravity
changes is that ground deformation and gravity changes occur in-
stantaneously because of a subsurface disturbance, resulting in a lin-
ear gravity-height signature. However, this linearly elastic assump-
tion sometimes does not hold true !e.g., with time-dependent proper-
ties of volcanic reservoirs, such as viscoelastic relaxation of stress
buildup !Yu et al., 1996". The resultant source parameters inferred
from inverting geodetic and gravimetric data thus depend heavily on
the assumption about mechanical properties of the host rock. See the
“Analytical modeling” and “Numerical modeling” sections for more
detail.
CONTINUOUS GRAVITY
As stated in the “Field setup and survey design” section, the usual
repetition rate of discrete gravity observations limits the information
about the development rate of the underground mass redistributions,
often implying an ambiguity about the nature of the driving process-
es. Furthermore, weather during winter prohibits gravity changes at
summits of higher volcanoes from being identified by discrete mea-
surements !Carbone et al., 2003b". Using continuous gravity mea-
surements helps to overcome these drawbacks and reduces the expo-
sure of personnel in active areas during paroxysmal !potentially dan-
gerous" activity. !See also Williams-Jones et al., 2008."
For attaining appropriate precision with continuously running
gravimeters, an ideal site is easily accessible !for checking the in-
strumentation frequently" and has small microseismic disturbance
and very small temperature and pressure variations !Torge, 1989".
Nevertheless, on an active volcano, the instruments are placed where
there is the greatest chance of detecting meaningful gravity changes,
which might only be close to an active crater !Branca et al., 2003;
Carbone et al., 2008". Conditions at such a site !high altitude, inac-
cessibility for several months at a time, lack of electric power supply,
high peak-to-peak diurnal and seasonal temperature changes, high
seismicity" are far from the required standard. These constraints dic-
tate that only spring gravimeters !Rymer, 1989; Budetta and Car-
bone, 1997" be used for the set-up because they are small !easier to
transport and install" and need limited power !can operate using en-
ergy from solar panels and batteries".
Recent technological improvements allow station designs that
overcome at least some of the difficulties linked to site inadequacy
!Carbone et al., 2003b". However, the effect of meteorological pa-
rameters !De Meyer et al., 1995; El Wahaby et al., 2000" at a remote
station is unavoidable because the reduced power supply prevents
use of an active system to stabilize temperature, pressure, and hu-
midity. The only possibility is to continuously measure the parame-
ters that can perturb the gravimeter and to try to remove their effect
from the gravity signal afterward.
The instrumental drift can be modeled as a first-degree curve,
whereas the earth-tide and tilt effects are removed from the gravity
signal using appropriate theoretical models !Carbone et al., 2003b".
The instrumental effect from ambient temperature
Ambient-temperature changes can affect the behavior of spring
gravimeters dramatically. El Wahabi et al. !1997" found that over a
year, temperature changes can cause an instrumental effect !noise"
of up to 103 #Gal. Using three spring gravimeters that were installed
side-by-side at a site where gravity changes of geodynamical origin
were not expected, Andò and Carbone !2004" demonstrate that the
admittance and the phase of the instrumental effect from ambient
temperature are instrument-specific. Furthermore, using records
from the same instrumental setup, operating in different monitoring
sites, Andò and Carbone !2006" found that the installation setup !in a
broad sense" has an important influence on the transfer function be-
tween temperature and temperature-driven changes to instruments.
Affecting parameters could be the construction material of the host
site, the type of insulation used, and/or the microclimatic conditions
of the installation site.
To investigate the relationship between the gravimeter output and
ambient temperature, Andò and Carbone !2001, 2006" performed
spectral-correlation analyses using a Matlab signal-processing tool-
box, which is based on Welch’s averaged-periodogram method
!Welch, 1967". They calculate the coherence function, which indi-
cates how well the meter output corresponds to the temperature at
each frequency, and which is given by
Cxy"
#Pxy#2
PxxPyy
, !3"
where Pxy represents cross-spectral density and Pxx and Pyy represent
power-spectral density. Using this approach, Andò and Carbone
!2001, 2006" found that a significant correlation !coherence value
between 0.6 and 0.8" appears just over the lowest frequencies !peri-
ods longer than approximately 10 days", with admittances of up to
0.2 mGal/°C !Carbone et al., 2003b".
Thus, apparent gravity changes caused by ambient-temperature
fluctuations have varying character and magnitude, depending on
the temporal development and magnitude of the meteorological
change itself and on the characteristics of each gravimeter and instal-
lation site. Accordingly, the correction formulas are frequency-de-
pendent and instrument/setup-specific and thus must be established
case by case using nonlinear techniques. Andò and Carbone !2004"
demonstrate the potential for a neurofuzzy algorithm to reduce con-
tinuous gravity sequences for the effect of ambient temperature.
However, any fuzzy-model structure must be optimized !so-called
“training process”" using time series that are much longer than the
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period of the influencing temperature fluctuations. In most cases, the
unavailability of time sequences longer than one year implies that
only the effect of temperature fluctuation with a period of up to a few
months can be compensated for. Because in such cases it is not possi-
ble to resolve the ambiguity affecting the longest-period component
of the gravity signals, it must be removed by using low-order poly-
nomial fits !Bonvalot et al., 1998". This implies the risk of removing
the “useful” signal along with the undesired one.Agood way to min-
imize the amount of useful signal that is removed is to “calibrate” the
order of the polynomial fit by comparing the results of the filtering
process with gravity data acquired discrete gravity measurement at a
site very close to the continuously running station !Andò and Car-
bone, 2001; Carbone et al., 2003b".
The instrumental effect from atmospheric pressure
Besides the real gravity effect caused by the gravitational attrac-
tion of the air column and the distortion of the earth’s surface from
barometric changes, which is easily removable using the standard
admittance coefficient !!0.365 #Gal/mbar" !Merriam, 1992", at-
mospheric-pressure changes also have been shown to induce instru-
mental effects on continuously recording Scintrex CG-3M gravime-
ters. Bonvelot et al. !1998" demonstrate that the internal temperature
!inside the thermostated, air-tight chamber hosting the gravity sen-
sor" of older-aged CG-3M meters — which have a less-robust acqui-
sition system than later models — can be affected by atmospheric-
pressure changes, probably because some electronic components of
the acquisition system are sensitive to pressure variation. Apparent
changes in internal temperature turn into apparent gravity changes
because through their own software, these instruments reduce the
gravity signal in real time on the basis of the recorded internal tem-
perature. This shortcoming can be overcome by performing a corre-
lation analysis between instrument internal temperature and atmo-
spheric pressure and, if a significant correlation is found, reducing
the thermal signal for the pressure effect and recomputing the cor-
rection to be applied to the gravity signal.
Bonvelot et al. !1998" also prove that atmospheric pressure can in-
duce an effect on the tilt meters of Scintrex CG-3M instruments be-
cause of distortion of the external enclosure of the gravimeter. These
apparent tilt changes induced apparent gravity changes that were
lower than 1 #Gal !Bonvelot et al., 1998" and thus are negligible
when volcano-related gravity changes are the target.
To our knowledge, gravimeters other than the Scintrex CG-3M
!older models" are not subject to instrumental effects from atmo-
spheric pressure.
The potential of continuous gravity studies
The difficulty of compensating the gravity signal for the effect of
ambient temperature does not unduly compromise the potential of
continuous gravity measurement using spring gravimeters.
At Merapi volcano !Java, Indonesia", Jousset et al. !2000" in-
stalled a gravity station 4 km from the summit, inside a temperature-
controlled room at the Babadan observatory. When using a thermo-
insulating box to improve the gravimeter thermal isolation, tempera-
ture fluctuations can be restricted to within 0.3°C to 1.0°C. During
the two-year acquisition !1993–1995", they show that volcano-relat-
ed gravity changes exceeded the instrumental noise because of tem-
perature changes. Both for long terms !few months" and short terms
!few days", they found clear correlations between residual gravity,
seismicity, and volcanic activity !Jousset et al., 2000". In particular,
they show that residual-gravity decreases corresponded to intensive
seismic activity !low-frequency events" and the occurrence of pyro-
clastic flows. The authors concluded that internal-pressure variation
caused by crystallization and gas release to the surface could explain
the gravity variations observed at Babadan, and they suggest that py-
roclastic flows and dome collapse could be forecast by using contin-
uous gravity monitoring.
When ambient-temperature changes cannot be restricted to an ac-
ceptable range !e.g., because of lack of adequate facilities to host the
sensors", continuous gravity measurements still hold considerable
potential. In fact, some authors demonstrate that the dynamics of
volcanic and hydrothermal systems can cause measurable gravity
changes over periods of between minutes and days !Branca et al.,
2003; Carbone et al., 2006, 2008; Gottsmann et al., 2007".
Study of gravity changes that develop over short periods has two
main advantages: !1" these changes should not be affected by tem-
perature fluctuations, and !2" over short periods, the instrumental
drift of spring gravimeters exhibits an overall linear behavior !Torge,
1989" and thus can be easily removed from the gravity time series.
Short-period gravity changes are valuable both for studying the dy-
namics of the systems that cause them and for forecasting paroxys-
mal events.
At Mt. Etna !Italy", a gravity sequence that encompassed the
breakout of the 2002 NE-Rift eruption was acquired at a summit sta-
tion only 1 km away from the upper part of the newly forming frac-
ture field !Branca et al., 2003".Amarked gravity decrease of approx-
imately 400 #Gal in less than one hour was observed. This anomaly
reversed at an even higher rate just before lava was first emitted from
the eruptive fissures downslope !William-Jones et al., 2008". Branca
et al. !2003" conclude that at least a part of the gravity decrease re-
flects a local mass decrease caused by the opening of the shallow
fracture system very close to the gravity station. This conclusion
rules out magma overpressure as a cause of the upper-fracture open-
ing and indicates instead that magma from the central conduit en-
tered the new fracture system passively, using it as a path to the erup-
tive vents downslope. Thus, the gravity sequence is the only evi-
dence that can inform us about the intrusive mechanism that trig-
gered Mt. Etna’s 2002 NE-Rift eruption.
In the framework of multiparameter geophysical experiments at
Nisyros caldera !Greece", residual gravity changes of up to 35 #Gal
from peak to peak were observed over periods of 40 to 60 minutes
!Gottsmann et al., 2005, 2007". When cross analyzed with other
available data !ground-deformation and seismic and electromagnet-
ic data", these gravity fluctuations were found likely to be caused by
degassing-process instabilities inducing thermohydromechanical
disturbances of the hydrothermal system. The potential for continu-
ous gravity studies to detect these instabilities means that through
longer experiments, the geophysical signature of such processes,
which can tip the system from background to paroxysmal activity,
can be assessed.
During the 2002–2003 eruptions and the December 2005–Janu-
ary 2006 noneruptive period, gravity changes that negatively corre-
lated with the tremor amplitude were observed in the summit zone of
Mt. Etna !Carbone et al., 2006, 2008". These changes had amplitudes
of 10 to 30 #Gal and occurred over periods of a few hours.
In particular, during temporary switches of the 2002–2003 erup-
tive activity from vigorous lava fountains to mild Strombolian ex-
plosions, marked gravity decreases were observed at the only avail-
able summit station simultaneously with tremor-amplitude increas-
es !Carbone et al., 2006" !Figure 2". These changes in activity were
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assumed to reflect collapses of the magma/gas mixture within the
upper level of the system feeding the active vent. The collapsed col-
umn diminished gas flow to the shallowest levels of the discharge
system to the atmosphere, creating conditions under which a foam
layer forms !Jaupart and Vergniolle, 1988". By substituting denser
material !magma", a foam layer can induce a local mass !gravity" de-
Figure 2. During the 2002–2003 Mount Etna eruption, gravity decreases lasting a few hours were observed simultaneously with increases in am-
plitude of the volcanic tremor. The joint tremor/gravity anomalies occurred during temporary switches from vigorous lava fountains to mild
Strombolian activity. Carbone et al. !2006" interpret these anomalies as being caused by accumulations of foam layers during periods when gas
flux along the upper part of the discharge system was inhibited. !See text for details."
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crease. It also can radiate seismic energy by coupled oscillations of
the bubbles inside it. Growth of a foam layer thus could explain the
observed joint gravity/tremor anomalies !Figure 2".
During the December 2005–January 2006 noneruptive period,
tremor amplitude at Mt. Etna increased and negatively correlated
with the gravity signal from one of the two summit stations that
worked during that period, over 2- to 3-hour fluctuations !Carbone
et al., 2008". No correlation was found with the signal from the other
gravity station. In this case, by relying on the relative position of the
two stations, it was possible to define the volume that contained the
gravity source. During the period of marked anticorrelation, the
tremor source !located by inverting the spatial distribution of seis-
mic amplitudes" intersected this volume, lending support to the hy-
pothesis that the anticorrelation marked the activation of a joint-
source process. Relying on independent information, Carbone et al.
!2008" suggest that this process was related to the arrival of fresh
magma and the consequent gas separation, implying that the anticor-
related tremor/gravity anomalies were indicative of a system that
was becoming progressively enriched in volatiles.
ANALYTICAL MODELING
Analytical models offer a closed-form description of the source of
volcano unrest. This means that in principle, we readily may infer
the relative importance of any of the source parameters. In active
volcanic sites such as Long Valley caldera !California, U.S.A." and
Campi Flegrei !Italy", careful use of analytical models and high-
quality data sets has produced good results. However, simplifica-
tions !e.g., the assumption that the crust is a homogenous, isotropic,
elastic medium" that make analytical models tractable can lead to
misleading volcanological interpretations, particularly in the case of
structural discontinuities !Fernández and Rundle, 1994; Gudmunds-
son, 2006; Folch and Gottsmann, 2006". Constructing more-realistic
!complex" models using numerical techniques requires introducing
more model parameters. !See the “Numerical modeling” section."
The limited geodetic and gravity measurements available for most
volcanoes might not provide the resolution needed to discriminate
clearly between simple analytical models and more-complex nu-
merical models for sources of volcano unrest. !See also De Natale
and Pingue, 1996; Dvorak and Dzurisin, 1997; Dzurisin, 2003; Gud-
mundsson, 2006; and Lisowsky, 2006."
Further complication arises if mass movement at depth does not
cause ground deformation, such as with saturation of a permeable
medium. There are cases of significant residual gravity changes
without significant ground deformation and vice versa !Rymer et al.,
1993; Carbone et al., 2003a", as well as of nonlinear relationships be-
tween gravity and deformation over a survey area !Gottsmann et al.,
2006a, 2006b". These relationships sometimes are difficult to inter-
pret !Battaglia and Segall, 2004", but several studies !Fernández and
Rundle, 1994; Tiampo et al., 2004" suggest that gravitational cou-
pling effects might be fundamental to explaining gravity changes at
active volcanoes.
We present some of the analytical models that can be used to study
unrest at central volcanoes and calderas that is caused by pressuriza-
tion of magma or hydrothermal reservoirs at depth. The most com-
mon source geometries used to study this kind of deformation ap-
proximate the pressurized reservoir as a spherical, cigarlike, sill-
like, or dike-like body.
The spherical magma chamber
The deformation caused by an expanding or contracting magma
chamber has been modeled often using a dilatation source in an elas-
tic half-space. Mogi’s point source !McTigue, 1987" most common-
ly is used. The model simulates a small spherical expansion source
embedded in a homogeneous, isotropic, Poisson-solid half-space
!Figure 3a". The appeal of Mogi’s model is its combination of com-
putational simplicity and remarkable ability to fit real data quite well
in many cases. However, the accuracy of an interpretation based on
Mogi’s model is subject to the validity of the assumptions !e.g., the
source depth is significantly larger than its radius, the land surface is
flat, Poisson’s ratio (" 0.25, the crust is linearly elastic, and the
role of pore fluids is negligible", an often-overlooked consideration
!Masterlark, 2007". For example, Mogi’s point-source model can
explain stresses and displacements that are far from the chamber, but
at the source, the stresses diverge to infinity. McTigue’s !1987" for-
mulation provides an analytical solution that includes higher-order
terms taking into account the finite shape of a spherical body. Thus,
the local stresses at and away from the chamber boundary can be cal-
culated. McTigue’s !1987" results for vertical deformation uz and ra-
dial deformation ur from a pressurized !P spherical magma cham-
ber of radius b and depth d !Figure 3a" can be written in the form
Figure 3. Geometry and parameters for source models. !a"A spheri-
cal source is described by four parameters: two for location !x0,y0",
depth d, and volume change !V. !b" Prolate spheroids need seven
parameters: two for location !x0,y0", depth d, volume change!V, as-
pect ratio A, dip angle ), and strike angle * . !c"A horizontal sill-like
source is determined by five parameters: two for location !x0,y0",
depth d, volume change !V, and radius b. !d" A dike is represented
by six parameters: two for location !x0,y0", depth d, rectangular fault
length L and width W, and dip angle ). We can represent the strike-
slip along the fault by the dislocation vector U1, the dip-slip by U2
and the tensile opening component by U3 !after Okubo, 1992".
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d
!r2# d2"3/2
' $1! %bd&3' 1# (2!7! 5(" ! 15!2! ("4!7! 5(" d2r2# d2()
!4"
and
ur" uz
r
d
, !5"
where ( is Poisson’s ratio, + is the shear modulus, and r is the hori-
zontal distance between the vertical projection of the source center
and the observation point. The change in volume of the body !V is
#b3!P/+. McTigue’s !1987" equations 4 and 5 reduce to Mogi’s
point-source formulation when b/d!1.Adirect consequence of the
assumption of point of dilatation is that the magma chamber radius b
and pressure change !P are inseparable in both the Mogi and the
McTigue model because!Pb3 is the strength of the point singularity
!McTigue, 1987".
The gravitational attraction of a spherical magma chamber of fi-
nite size and mass m" $!V, where $ is magma density, is identical
to that of a point magma chamber with the same mass m:
!gz" G$!V
d
!r2# d2"3/2
, !6"
where G is the universal gravitational constant. If the point-source
approximation holds and the water table and deformation effects are
neglected, then equations 4 and 6 can be combined to get a linear re-
lationship for the density of the intrusion !Eggers, 1987":
$"
1! (
G# %!guz ! "& , !7"
where" " 308.6 #Gal/m is the free-air gradient.
Pipelike sources
A simple model of a volcanic system includes two principal ele-
ments: a magma reservoir and a conduit through which the magma
can reach the surface. When the volcano is quiescent, the conduit
closes, allowing pressure buildup in the reservoir. The surface-de-
formation pattern caused by a cigar-shaped magma chamber is quite
different from that from a spherical reservoir. Yang et al. !1988" for-
mulated a model for a pressurized cigar-shaped magma body !Figure
3b". They found an approximate but very accurate solution for a dip-
ping prolate ellipsoid in an elastic half-space using a half-space dou-
ble force and center-of-dilatation solutions. Newman et al. !2006"
reported minor corrections to the Yang et al. !1988" analytical mod-
el. Whereas the expressions in the near field are quite complex, the
equations for the surface deformation for a vertical prolate ellipsoid
become relatively simple in the far field !when the radial distance r is
much larger than semiminor axis of the ellipsoid":
uz"
ab2
3+
d'2!1! 2("P*! 2(P"R3 # 3d2P"R5 ( !8"
and
ur"
ab2
3+
r'2!1! 2("P*! 2(P"R3 # 3d2P"R5 ( , !9"
where a and b are the semimajor and semiminor axes of the ellipsoid,
respectively; P* and P" are proportional to the pressure change !P
!Yang et al., 1988, p. 4250"; and R2" r2# d2. The expression for
the volume change of a pressurized spheroid is !V" #ab2!P/+
!Tiampo et al., 2000". The general solution for a prolate spheroid de-
pends on seven parameters !Figure 3b":!P; the geometric aspect ra-
tio A" b/a between the semimajor axis a and the semiminor axis b;
three parameters for the source location !x0,y0,d"; the dip angle * ;
and the azimuth angle %, measured clockwise from the positive
north direction.
The observed residual-gravity component for a prolate spheroid
of density $ is
!gz" G$!V!3z* f1 sin * ! 1.5y* f2 cos * " !10"
!Clark et al., 1986", where the subscript * indicates the coordinates
with respect to the principal axes of the spheroid !Figure 3b". Note
that for a vertical prolate spheroid !* " 90°", equation 10 reduces to
!gz" 3G$!Vdf1. !11"
Expressions for functions f1 and f2 are inAppendix A.
Sills
Sill-like magma intrusions or chambers can be represented by fi-
nite, pressurized, horizontal, circular cracks !Fialko et al., 2001"
!Figure 3c". The exact expressions of Fialko et al. !2001" are appro-
priate for a sill-like source whose radius is up to five times greater
than its depth. The expression for surface displacements has the form
uj" *
0
1
+K%!r,t"%!t"# K,!r,t", !t",dt j" r,z ,
!12"
where K%, K, , % and , are given in equation 27 and Appendix B of
Fialko et al. !2001".
We can approximate the gravity changes caused by a sill-like
mass by using a degenerate oblate spheroid !seeAppendix A":
!g*
z "
3G!Md
b3 $tan!1% b--&! % b--&) . !13"
Dikes
Arectangular, tensile dislocation source that is based on an analyt-
ical expression developed by Okada !1985" for ground displace-
ments and one by Okubo !1992" for gravity changes can be used to
represent the crustal deformation and gravity changes associated
with dike intrusion !Okubo et al., 1991; Furuya et al., 2003a".
The dike can be approximated by using a rectangular fault of
length L and width W with dip angle & at a depth d in a homoge-
neous, isotropic, elastic half-space !Figure 3d". We can represent the
strike slip along the fault by the dislocation vector U1, the dip slip by
U2, and the tensile opening component by U3 !Figure 3d". Okada
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!1985" gave formulas for the displacement for this fault model so
that the vertical fault displacement !hfault can be easily estimated.
Following the approach of Okubo et al. !1991", the gravity changes
caused by faulting on a rectangular plane are
!gfault!x,y"" ./$cG+U1 ' Sg!. ,/"# U2 ' Dg!. ,/"
# U3 ' Tg!. ,/",# !$GU3 ' Cg!. ,/"0.
! "!hfault!x,y" , !14"
where $c is the density of the crust, !$" $! $c is the difference
between the intrusion density and the crust density, and "!hfault is
the free-air effect. Appendix A contains complete mathematical ex-
pressions for the functions in equation 14.
Gravity/height gradients
Gravity-height analysis also is a straightforward way to assess
subsurface dynamics. Several applications and theoretical consider-
ations of gravity-height signatures at active volcanoes were reported
in Rymer and Williams-Jones !2000", Gottsmann and Rymer !2002",
Gottsmann et al. !2003", and Gottsmann et al. !2006a".
Gravity and height changes are theoretically inversely correlated.
A positive change in surface elevation !inflation" causes a net grav-
ity decrease, expressed by the free-air gravity gradient " . Ideally, "
will be measured directly because conclusions drawn from gravity
changes caused by subsurface processes might be less meaningful if
the value of the real free-air gradient deviates substantially from the
theoretical gradient " T. Alternatively, if the local density anomaly is
assumed to be caused by a point source, the local free-air gradient " a
can be estimated from static gravity data !Rymer, 1994":
" a" " T!
!gb!2z# 1"
!z# 1"2
!15"
where!gb is the maximum amplitude of the Bouguer anomaly and z
is the depth of the point source. At the Campi Flegrei caldera, for ex-
ample, the calculated local gradient " a matched the measured gradi-
ent" within error !Berrino et al., 1984; Berrino, 1994".
Gravity-height data that deviate from the theoretical gradient " T
must be interpreted in terms of subsurface mass changes. No mass
change is required for data that fall on this gradient, but a subsurface
density change is necessary. If there is a mass change but no density
change, the gravity-height data will follow the Bouguer-corrected
gradient" !" BC". The value of the corrected gradient" BC depends on
the density $, the geometry of the source, and the value of the mea-
sured gradient" !Rymer, 1994".
Fernández et al. !2005" described a method for computing and in-
terpreting gravity and height changes and vertical gravity gradients
produced by magmatic intrusions in a layered elastic-gravitational
medium !Rundle, 1982; Fernández and Rundle, 1994". The theoreti-
cal elastic-gravitational model allows computation of geometric and
orthometric vertical displacements and different types of gravity
changes, as well as of the corresponding vertical gravity gradients.
Their results showed that these gradients are useful for obtaining in-
formation about the dynamics of the injection processes, including
detection of new magmatic intrusions and source-depth changes. By
using the elastic-gravitational deformation model, they could ex-
plain nonlinear gravity-height relationships that appear in volcanic
areas. Fernández et al. !2005" successfully used this method to infer
the intrusion of new magma beneath Mayon volcano !Philippines".
Their inference was confirmed when Mayon volcano erupted in July
2006. Gottsmann et al. !2006a" applied this methodology to obser-
vations at Campi Flegrei caldera to test source multiplicity.
Long Valley caldera
Careful use of analytical models and high-quality data sets can
produce reasonable results. For example, through the combined use
of geodetic and gravity data, Battaglia et al. !2003a, 2003b" were
able to constrain the density of the intrusion beneath the Long Valley
caldera resurgent dome. Their work provided guidelines for several
problems that are common to volcano geodesy: !1" measuring the
uplift by differencing GPS-based and leveled orthometric heights;
!2" determining a unique geometry for the source !e.g., Dietrich and
Decker, 1975"; and !3" obtaining realistic estimates of the source pa-
rameters’ uncertainties. For example, the standard approach of fit-
ting the data to a point source will produce biased results if the true
source does not possess spherical symmetry. Therefore, Battaglia et
al. !2003a" used a combination of vertical and horizontal geodetic
measurements !GPS, leveling, and line-length data" to find the best-
fitting source geometry, in their case, a vertical prolate ellipsoid.
When that source geometry had been uniquely determined, they per-
formed a joint inversion of the uplift and gravity data to infer the vol-
ume and mass of the source, and completed a statistical analysis
to assess the impact of data uncertainties on the density !Battaglia
et al., 2003b". The source’s estimated density range was 1180
kg/m3 to 2330 kg/m3. Because this density range is too high for hy-
drothermal fluids to be the sole source of uplift at Long Valley, the
authors concluded that a silicic magma body or a combination of
magma and hydrothermal fluids must have produced the observed
deformation.
NUMERICAL MODELING
In volcanology, numerical models have been developed mostly to
compute displacements produced by magmatic intrusions into elas-
tic !Dietrich and Decker, 1975; Cayol and Cornet, 1998; Williams
and Wadge, 2000; Bonaccorso et al., 2005; Lungarini et al., 2005" or
viscoelastic media !Folch et al., 2000; Trasatti et al., 2003". Most of
these studies account for the effect of topography and rheological
heterogeneities on deformation. However, a few studies apply nu-
merical methods to model deformation and gravity changes pro-
duced by magma intrusions, using 3D indirect boundary element
method !IBEM" !Charco et al., 2007c" or finite-element method
!FEM" !Currenti et al., 2007".
The effect of topography
Several studies on the topographic effect !McTigue and Stein,
1984; McTigue and Segall, 1988; Cayol and Cornet, 1998; Williams
and Wadge, 1998; 2000; Folch et al., 2000; Charco et al., 2002; Tra-
satti et al., 2003; Lungarini et al., 2005" support the conclusions that
topography has a significant effect on the deformation field and that
in many cases the flat half-space approximation could lead to errone-
ous interpretation of observed ground deformation.
When computing volcanic loading effects, coupling between
gravity and elasticity is negligible for displacements in the spatial
scale associated with volcano monitoring, but the absolute effects of
the existing gravity field become important when rigidity decreases
!i.e., viscoelastic media" !Fernández et al., 1997; Battaglia and Seg-
all, 2004; Charco et al., 2006". Coupling is a second-order effect that
cannot be ignored in flat half-space models when a mass source term
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!see, e.g., Rundle, 1980, 1982; Fernández and Rundle, 1994;
Fernández et al., 2001a, 2001b; Fernández et al., 2006" represents
the emplacement of magma at some depth. The mass and its interac-
tion with the surrounding medium can vary the pattern of gravity
change and produce measurable gravity anomalies. Thus, elastic-
gravitational half-space models can provide a suitable approxima-
tion to problems of volcanic loading in areas where topographic re-
lief is negligible. For prominent volcanoes, the rough topography
has greater effect than does self-gravitation !Charco et al., 2007a,
2007c". In these cases, self-gravity can be ignored, whereas the topo-
graphic effect on displacements and gravity changes must be com-
puted.
Starting from these theoretical results, Charco et al. !2007b" com-
puted displacement and gravity changes produced by volcanic load-
ing !internal loading produced by pressure and mass changes". To
represent the displacement field that was perturbed by 3D topo-
graphic features, they used a single-layer boundary integral derived
from Betti’s reciprocal theorem and the solution to Kelvin’s problem
of a point load in an infinite body !Sánchez-Sesma and Luzón,
1995". Accounting for topographic effects, they computed the sur-
face gravity change gs as
gs" " !uzp# uzm"#
GMc$
R$3
, !16"
where " is the free-air gradient; uzp is the vertical displacement
caused by a massless !cavity" pressure source; uzm is the vertical dis-
placement produced by a constant-volume !pressureless" mass
source !see Figure 1b"; R$ " +!x! s1"2# !y! s2"2!z! c$"2,1/2,
with !x, y, z" being the coordinates of the calculation point and
!s1,s2,c$" being the coordinates of the source !point magma intrusion
M"; and c$ " c# z!x,y", where c is the source depth below mean
sea level and z!x,y" is a function of the computation-point horizontal
location that represents the elevation above mean sea level. In this
approach, topographic contributions to the gravity changes are im-
plemented numerically through the change in vertical displacement
and by considering the variation of the gravitational attraction of the
mass.
Charco et al. !2007b" carried out several theoretical tests and ap-
plied the numerical model to Teide volcano !Tenerife, Canary Is-
lands", taking into account the real topography !represented by a dig-
ital elevation model". They showed that the magnitude and the pat-
tern of the gravity signals are significantly different from those of
half-space solutions, as is the case for displacement. Figure 4 shows
some of the results obtained by Charco et al. !2007b" for Teide volca-
no.
The effects of heterogeneities
Currenti et al. !2007" used FEM to model ground deformation and
gravity changes produced by volcanic-pressure sources and to in-
vestigate the effects of topography and medium heterogeneities. By
applying finite-element analysis, they were able to account for the
real topography and elastic heterogeneities and thus to appraise their
effects on the computed fields. Currenti et al. !2007" defined the
gravity changes caused by pressure changes as
!g" !g0# !g1# !g2# !g3, !17"
where !g0 represents the free-air gravity change, !g1 arises from
displacements of density boundaries in heterogeneous media, !g2
denotes the contribution of the inflation source, and!g3 is the contri-
bution to the gravity change from density variations in the surround-
ing medium. The authors stress that gravity changes cannot be inter-
preted in terms of additional mass input only, disregarding the defor-
mations of the surrounding rocks !Bonafede and Mazzanti, 1998;
Charco et al., 2007b".
Currenti et al. !2007" solved the model equations in two steps.
First they solved the deformation field in terms of elastostatic-equi-
librium equations, computing displacement and stress fields. Then
they computed the solution for the coupled problem for the gravity
field, in which the solutions of the deformation field are used to com-
pute !g1, !g2, and !g3 contributions. They ran theoretical tests to
find ground-deformation and gravity-field discrepancies between
results from analytical expressions !Hagiwara, 1977", which disre-
gard topography, elastic heterogeneities, and density subsurface
structures, and results from numerical modeling, which takes these
parameters into account.
Currenti et al. !2007" also review the gravity changes and ground
deformation at Mt. Etna during the 1993–1997 period, assuming an
ellipsoidal pressure source expanding in a heterogeneous medium
with real topography. They show that heterogeneity and topography
engender deviations from analytical results for a homogeneous
plane medium. They also found that perturbations are more evident
in the presence of severe heterogeneities and steeper topography, as
is the case for the volcano’s summit. Charco et al. !2007b" obtained a
similar result for topographic effects and previous models for defor-
mation !Williams and Wadge, 1998". Currenti et al. !2007" found
that elastic heterogeneity affects only the magnitude of the anoma-
lies, whereas topography greatly changes anomalies’magnitude and
shape, especially in the!g1 contribution. They show that neglecting
layering and topography leads to underestimation of elevation and
gravity changes. One limitation of their work is that they only con-
sider pressure changes as the source of unrest; they ignore the effect
of the mass of the magmatic intrusion on the geodetic signature.
Fernández and Rundle !1994" and Fernández et al. !1997" obtained
similar results on medium heterogeneity for point sources and lay-
ered media.
Elisa Trasatti and Maurizio Bonafede !personal communication,
2008" used FEM to investigate gravity changes and uplift at Campi
Flegrei. First they computed displacement and strain fields. Then
they used the results to integrate the gravity variations numerically.
They separate the observed gravity change into parts that correspond
to the elevation change !free-air gravity change !gFA" and that were
produced by mass redistribution !residual gravity change!gR":
!g" !gFA# !gR. !18"
With similar considerations to Currenti et al. !2007", they ex-
pressed residual gravity change as
!gR" !gs# !gM" !gs# !gV# !gL, !19"
where!gs depends on the density change related to the introduction
of new mass,!gM is the contribution from deformation of the medi-
um that surrounds the source, !gV depends on the finite compress-
ibility of rocks and vanishes if the medium is incompressible, and
!gL is produced by density changes within the medium and accounts
for the nonhomogeneities of the medium. The expression for!gL de-
pends on whether the material density varies continuously or discon-
tinuously in the reference configuration.
E. Trasatti and M. Bonafede !personal communication, 2008" be-
gan by considering a homogeneous, elastic, isotropic medium, and
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later introduced density or rigidity variations and inelastic models.
They also considered different source geometries !Mogi sources,
spheroid, and sill". Their results confirm previous results regarding
the control that the source geometry has on the deformation !Dieter-
ich and Decker, 1975". Nonspherical sources yield positive and neg-
ative gravity changes !corresponding to sill and spheroid, respec-
tively" without input of new mass. E. Trasatti and M. Bonafede !per-
sonal communication, 2008" pointed out the importance that source
shape and the medium’s characteristic has for gravity calculation
and source-density estimation.
a)
b)
c)
f)
d)
e)
Figure 4. !a" Mesh of the Tenerife ground surface,
formed by 2902 circular and flat elements that cov-
er the whole island, and surface gravity change gs
caused by a center of dilatation of 50-MPa km3
strength. Subplots !b" through !f" are gravity calcu-
lations, computed as follows: !b" using IBEM for
the source located at 4 km below the Teide volcano
summit, approximately 300 m below sea level; !c"
using the analytical Mogi model, in which the top
of the half-space is at sea level and the topography
of Tenerife Island is neglected completely; !d" us-
ing the analytical Mogi model and assuming a ref-
erence elevation of 2700 m above sea level; !e" us-
ing the analytical Mogi model with the top of the
half-space at 3718-m height, which is the Teide
volcano height; and !f" approximating the island as
an axisymmetrical cone with a height equal to that
of the Teide volcano and with average slope of the
flanks of 16.5°. In the last case, IBEM was used and
the mesh was made up of 2561 circular elements. It
can be seen that characteristics !pattern and magni-
tude" of the gravity variation field are very different
when considering flat surface and topography. The
main difference between real and approximate to-
pography consideration is the pattern of the gravity
variation. Horizontal coordinates for panels !b"
through !f" are UTM coordinates in meters !modi-
fied from Charco et al., 2007a".
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DISCUSSION
Microgravity observations furnish valuable information about
volcanic processes that precede large eruptions and/or potentially
dangerous paroxysms. Because it is linked intimately to the redistri-
bution of underground masses, this information often is difficult to
retrieve with other geophysical and geochemical techniques.
Microgravity observations at active volcanoes usually are con-
ducted through repeated !discrete" measurements along an array of
stations in the zone of interest and one !or a few" reference station!s"
outside the active area. To be most suitable, a station network must
be designed to satisfy the needs of monitoring programs. It also is
important to rigorously apply the best strategies for reducing the ef-
fects in the gravity data that are related to instrumental drift, earth
tide, ocean load, and water table.
Over the past few decades, analytical solutions have been derived
and widely used to model the source mechanisms of volcano-related
gravity changes. The potential for applying these formulations is
greatly enhanced if gravity data are analyzed and interpreted jointly
with simultaneous ground-deformation data. Phenomena-inducing
unrest can be constrained regarding both the mass that is added to or
withdrawn from the system and the stress that is induced in the medi-
um that surrounds the source and that eventually is transmitted to the
ground surface.
Because no one solution addresses how best to track mass varia-
tions beneath volcanoes, each case needs dedicated analysis. Ob-
served gravity changes must be considered within the general con-
text of available volcanological and geological observations. This
facilitates choosing the most appropriate analytical formulation to
describe the driving mechanism and thus helps in making assump-
tions about the shape of the source and the nature of the driving
mechanism, based on other scientific evidence. The source parame-
ters !size, position, amount and density of the redistributed mass,
etc." are then retrieved by fitting observed and calculated data
through an appropriate inversion scheme. Many studies have proved
that this approach can supply unique insights into the processes that
lead to unrest !e.g., Battaglia et al., 2003b; Berrino, 1994; Bonafede
and Mazzanti, 1998; Branca et al., 2003; Charco et al., 2007c; Cur-
renti et al., 2007; Eggers, 1987; Fernández et al., 2001b; Furuya et
al., 2003b; Gottsmann et al., 2005; Jachens and Roberts, 1985; Jous-
set and Okada, 1999; Okubo et al., 1991; and Rymer, 1994".
Major shortcomings of this approach are that the wrong model
might be used to fit the observed data because different elastic mod-
els can produce similar effects, and that the simplifications !e.g., the
assumption that the crust is a homogenous, isotropic, elastic medi-
um" that make analytical models tractable can yield misleading vol-
canological interpretations.
More realistic !complex" models can be obtained by using numer-
ical techniques, which allow the effects of topography and of medi-
um heterogeneities to be accounted for at the cost of introducing
more model parameters. It is worth stressing that the limited extent
and density of the measurements usually available at most volcanoes
does not provide adequate resolution to clearly discriminate be-
tween results from simple analytical models and more-complex nu-
merical models. Thus, numerical models can be very useful for re-
search but might be limited in their operative use during volcano-
monitoring programs because of inherent complexities that prevent
their straightforward and generic incorporation for inversion !inter-
pretation" of observed deformation and gravity changes.
Campaign microgravity measurements also have intrinsic limita-
tions related to data aliasing. Because temporal resolution of caus-
ative processes are two times the occupation interval !Nyquist fre-
quency", which usually ranges from months to years, temporal char-
acterization of causative source processes might be ambiguous.
Since the 1990s, to overcome this restriction, continuous gravity
measurements have been performed at active volcanoes. However,
the cost of gravimeters !tens of thousands of dollars" has prevented
deployment of extended arrays of continuous gravimeters.
Furthermore, the strong instrumental effect that is driven by atmo-
spheric effects often prevents resolution of the ambiguity that affects
the longest-period component of the gravity signal acquired by
spring gravimeters. Thus, continuous gravity measurements are
used either to integrate campaign data or to evidence quick changes
!periods of minutes to days" linked to gas/fluid/magma dynamics
over the shallowest part of the plumbing system. This implies that as
of now, rather than quantifying the spatial evolution of gravity varia-
tions, the useful information that continuous gravity measurements
can assess is the temporal evolution of fast-developing anomalies at
one or a few sites close to the active structures. This information is
increasingly acquired at some volcanoes; its rigorous interpretation
requires new analytical and numerical models that account for the
spatiotemporal evolution of volcanic systems.
CONCLUSIONS
Microgravity studies at active volcanoes can detect states of un-
rest with a degree of detail that other techniques cannot achieve. Re-
trievable information includes not only the source position and the
amount of mass redistributed, but also the density of the material
triggering the unrest and thus the nature of the causative source. As
such, processes triggered by magma movements can be distin-
guished from mechanisms that are linked to the dynamics of gas or
hydrothermal fluids. Enhancing the capabilities of this technique
will require efforts on both the instrumental and the modeling as-
pects.
Once they become available, fully portable, low-energy-con-
sumption and low-cost absolute gravimeters will make time-lapse
microgravity surveys much more effective and easier to accomplish.
On large volcanoes such as Mt. Etna, operators using absolute in-
struments will not be forced to reach “stable” reference stations that
are far from the active areas, at the cost of propagating-measurement
errors and greatly increasing measurement time. On small islands
such as Montserrat and Stromboli, using an absolute gravimeter
would overcome the potential reference instability when situated too
close to the active zone. Even with absolute meters, it is ideal to have
reference stations because there could be a larger background signal
that could be aliased into a survey, such as postglacial rebound, that
would be critical to quantify with a reference network.
Development of low-cost gravimeters !possibly not based on the
spring-mass system" that are easily installable under harsh volcanic
conditions and unaffected by ambient-temperature changes would
promote wider use of continuous gravity measurements, which de-
spite their promising potential still are not widely used as a volcano-
monitoring tool.
Regarding data modeling, efforts are needed toward finding com-
promises between computational speed and precision in quantifying
mass redistributions within volcanic systems to integrate numerical
modeling into volcano-monitoring programs. Simulation schemes
also are needed to evaluate the gravity effect !in terms of maximum
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amplitude, duration, and time evolution" associated with fast-evolv-
ing volcanic processes such as convection, bubble growth, degas-
sing, and aqueous-fluid migration.
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APPENDIX A
MODELING GRAVITY RESIDUALS
Prolate spheroid
The observed residual-gravity component for a prolate spheroid
of density $ is !Clark et al., 1986"
!g*
z " 3G!Mz* f1, !g*y " 1.5G!My* f2,
!g*
x " 1.5G!Mx* f2,
f1"
1
!a2! b2"1.5$'a2! b2a2# - (0.5
! log' !a2# b2"0.5# !a2# -"0.5!b2# -"0.5 ()
f2"
1
!a2! b2"1.5$log' !a2# b2"0.5# !a2# -"0.5!b2# -"0.5 (
!
!a2# b2"0.5!a2# -"0.5
!b2# -" ) , !A-1"
where- is the largest real root of cubic equation
z*
2
a2# s
#
r*
2
b2# s
" 1, r*
2 " x*
2 # y*
2 !A-2"
or
s3# p2s2# p1s# p0" 0, !A-3"
where
p2" a2# 2b2! z*
2 ! r*
2
,
p1" 2a2b2# b4! 2b2z*
2 ! !a2# b2"r*
2
,
p0" a2b4! b4z*
2 ! a2b2r*
2
. !A-4"
The observed vertical component of the gravity acceleration !re-
sidual gravity" is
!gz" !g*
z sin * ! !g*
y cos *
" G$!V!3z* f1 sin * ! 1.5y* f2 cos * " . !A-5"
Note that for a vertical prolate spheroid !* " 90°", equation A-5 re-
duces to
!gz" 3G$!Vd · f1, !A-6"
whereas the observed gravity for a horizontal prolate spheroid
!* " 0°" is
!gz" 1.5G$!Vd · f2. !A-7"
Oblate spheroid
We can use a degenerate oblate spheroid to approximate gravity
changes caused by a sill-like mass !Clark et al., 1986":
!g*
z "
3G!Mzd
!b2! a2"1.5'tan!1%b2! a2a2# - &0.5! %b2! a2a2# - &0.5(
!A-8"
In the limit of a/b→0, equation A-8 reduces to
!g*
z "
3G!Md
b3 %tan!1 b-- ! b--& . !A-9"
Again,- is the largest real root of the cubic equation A-3.
Dike
Following the approach of Okubo et al. !1991", the gravity chang-
es caused by faulting on a rectangular plane are
!gfault!x,y"" /$cG+U1 ' Sg!. ,/"# U2 ' Dg!. ,/"
# U3 ' Tg!. ,/",
# .!$GU3 ' Cg!. ,/"0.! "!hfault!x,y" ,
!A-10"
where $c is density of the crust, !$" $! $c is the difference be-
tween the intrusion density and the density of the crust, and "!hfault
is the free-air effect. The symbol . in equation A-10 stands for the
Chimney’s notation:
f.!. ,/"." f!x,p"! f!x,p!W"! f!x! L,p"
# f!x! L,p!W" , !A-11"
where p is related to x2 by
p" y cos & # d sin & . !A-12"
!Sg,Dg,Tg,Cg" in equations 14 and A-10 are given by
Sg!. ,/""!
q sin &
R
#
q2 cos &
R!R# /"
, !A-13"
Dg!. ,/"" 2I2!. ,/"sin &
!
q!/ sin & ! q cos & "
R!R# . "
, !A-14"
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Tg!. ,/"" 2I2!. ,/"cos &
#
q!/ cos & # q sin & "
R!R# . "
#
q.
R!R# /"
, !A-15"
and
Tg!. ,/"" 2I2!. ,/"cos & ! sin & · log!R# . " , !A-16"
where
q" y sin & ! d cos & , R" -. 2# /2# q2 !A-17"
and
I2!. ,/"" tan!1%R# . # /q & . !A-18"
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